Abstract-Distributed hash tables (DHTs) can be used as the basis of a resilient lookup service in unstable environments: local routing tables are updated to reflected changes in the network; efficient routing can be maintained in the face of participant node failures. This fault-tolerance is an important aspect of modern, decentralised data storage solutions. In architectures that employ DHTs, the choice of algorithm for data replication and maintenance can have a significant impact upon performance and reliability. This paper presents a comparative analysis of replication algorithms for architectures based upon a specific design of DHT. It presents also a novel maintenance algorithm for dynamic replica placement, and considers the reliability of the resulting designs at the system level. The performance of the algorithms is examined using simulation techniques; significant differences are identified in terms of communication costs and latency.
I. INTRODUCTION Distributed Hash
can be used to provide scalable, fault-tolerant key-based routing. Each lookup can be routed reliably to an appropriate node, which will return the required data; in most systems, the worst-case time complexity for node location is logarithmic in the number of nodes.
The combination of resilience and efficiency has led to the adoption of these systems in decentralised storage solutions: examples include CFS, OceanStore, Ivy, and Glacier [1] - [4] . All of these systems use replication to provide reliability, but they employ a variety of different strategies for placement and maintenance. In this paper, we will examine several of these strategies, and show that the choice of strategy can have a significant impact upon reliability and performance.
We will begin with a brief introduction to distributed hash tables in section II. In Sections III and IV, we describe two replication algorithms-DHash [5] and dynamic replication [6] -in the context of the Chord DHT [7] . We examine the shortcomings of dynamic replication, identify a solution, and propose a variety of placement strategies.
In Section VI, we compare the reliability of different strategies at the level of a complete system: failure is synonymous with the loss of every copy of any item of data. In Sections VII-A and VII-D, we use simulation techniques to compare the impact of replication strategy upon fetch latency and bandwidth usage.
II. DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLES
Distributed hash tables provide a solution to the lookup problem in distributed systems. Given the name of a data item stored somewhere in the system, the DHT can determine the node on which that data item should be stored, often with time complexity logarithmic in the size of the network.
Several systems employing DHTs have been developed, notably: PAST, Tapestry, CAN, Kademlia, and Chord [7] - [11] . The ideas in this paper are presented in the context of the Chord DHT, although we feel they might, with some modification, be applied to any of these systems.
In Chord, both nodes and information items are assigned an ID from the same keyspace. The keyspace can be thought of as being arranged in a ring, with nodes and data arranged around it. Each node is responsible for storing the data it is the first clockwise successor of, for instance in Figure 1 , node 54 would be responsible for data with keys between 40 and 53.
To provide scalability, each node need only maintain knowledge of a small proportion of other nodes in the network, including a number of its clockwise successors, its immediate predecessor, and several fingers at distances one half, one quarter, one eighth, and so on of the way round the ring from it. It uses this knowledge to forward requests for keys it does not own to nodes which are closer to the requested key. Figure 1 shows how a lookup for key 50 originating at Node 10 might travel between nodes. As the distance is reduced by a constant fraction at each routing hop, lookup times are logarithmic in the number of nodes.
Nodes are allowed to join and leave the system at will, causing churn in the set of nodes in the system. A Chord ring regularly runs maintenance algorithms which detect failures and repair routing tables, allowing requests for a key to be routed correctly to their owner despite node churn.
While DHT routing is tolerant of node churn, storage is not. When a node fails, the key-value pairs it was responsible for become inaccessible, and must be recovered from elsewhere. This means that to provide reliable storage, a replication algorithm must store and maintain backup copies of data. It must do this in a manner scalable both in the number of nodes and the quantity of data stored in the DHT. In this paper, we will explore several replication algorithms, and compare their performance and reliability.
III. DHASH REPLICATION
In Chord, nodes and data items are assigned keys between zero and some maximum K, corresponding to positions on a ring. A node owns, or is responsible for, data that it is the first clockwise successor of. Each node maintains knowledge of its immediate clockwise neighbours, called its successors, and several other nodes at fractional distances around the ring from it, called its fingers.
The DHash approach [5] combines the placement strategy proposed for Chord with a maintenance algorithm suggested by Cates [12] ; this combination is used by the DHash storage system and the Ivy File System [3] .
Replicas of a data item are placed (only) on the r successors of the node responsible for that item's key. To maintain this placement pattern in the face of nodes joining and leaving the system (node churn), there are two maintenance protocols: the local and global algorithms; these prevent the number of replicas of any object from either dropping too low or rising too high. Local Maintenance: Each node sends a message to its r successors, listing the key range it is responsible for. These nodes then synchronise their databases so that all items in this range are stored on both the root node and its successors. (Methods for database synchronisation, such as Merkle Tree hashing [13] , are discussed in [12] .) To repair the overlay, the local algorithm runs twice: in the first pass, the items in the key range of the root node are identified and gathered at the root note; in the second, replicas of these items are distributed to the successor nodes. Global Maintenance: A node periodically checks the keys of the items in its database to see if it stores any item that it is no longer responsible for. To do this, it looks up the owner of each key it stores, and checks the successor list of that owner. If it is within r hops of the node, then it will be one of the first r nodes in the successor list. If its ID is not in this list, the node is no longer responsible for keeping a replica of this item. In this case, the item is offered to the current owner, after which it may safely be deleted.
IV. DYNAMIC REPLICATION
This approach was proposed initially by Waldvogel et al. [6] ; a similar method is used by Glacier [4] to place file fragments. The essential feature is the use of an allocation function for replica placement: for an item with key d, the replicas are placed at locations determined by h(m, d), where m is the index of that replica. Replicas of each item are placed at locations with indexes between zero and r − 1, where r is the desired replication factor. The node responsible for h(0, d) is called the owner of d, and the nodes with replicas are called the replica group for that item.
The use of an allocation function helps alleviate the lookup bottleneck associated with DHash replication. DHash replication requires that all lookups for a popular item are directed to that item's owner in order to discover replica locations. With dynamic replication, the location of replicas is already known, and lookup requests can be directed to any replica location.
There are two potential shortcomings of dynamic replication schemes, concerning the management of communication and allocation collisions. We will now examine these, and explain how they may be addressed.
1) Communication costs:
The maintenance process at a particular node will require that every node in the replica group for an item is contacted; in the worst case, this group could be different for every item that the node owns. To avoid this, we may use allocation functions that are translations in d, mapping each replica index onto a keyspace the same size as the original node's keyspace.
Replica maintenance performance can be further improved by using functions which exploit the local routing state stored on each node: for example, we might place replicas on the finger or successor nodes of each node.
2) Allocation Collisions: The allocation function may map the same object into the keyspace of a single node under two separate replica indexes. Such an allocation collision may occur even if replica locations are well spaced, if the number of participating nodes is relatively small. The effect of a collision is to reduce the number of distinct nodes in the replica group, and hence to reduce reliability.
We propose the following solution. The range of allowable replica indexes m should be divided into two parts: the core range, with maximum index R M IN ; and the peripheral range, with maximum index R M AX . A maximum index is needed to ensure a known bound upon the number of replicas of an item-an important consideration if the data is to be consistently updated and deleted.
The maintenance algorithm should keep track of replica allocation. When an allocation collision occurs, an additional replica should be placed at an index in the peripheral range. Thus replicas will always be placed at core locations, but may also be present at peripheral locations. Replicas are placed at replica locations with increasing indexes, starting from the lowest index, and placed until either R M IN distinct copies are present, or all R M AX allowable locations are filled.
The choice of value for R M AX is important: too low, and there may be too few distinct replicas; too high, and update (and delete) performance may suffer-the entire replica group must be contacted to ensure that all replicas are fresh. We will examine the problem of setting R M AX in more detail with reference to particular allocation functions in Section V.
A. Replica maintenance algorithms
In describing our replica maintenance algorithm, we will identify (groups of) nodes according to the roles that they play with respect to a single item:
• the core group for an item d is the set of replica holders for which m ≤ R M IN • the peripheral group consists of those replica holders for which R M IN < m ≤ R M AX The role of the replica maintenance algorithm is to preserve or restore the following invariants: 1) replicas of an item d can only be retrieved from addresses given by h(m, d) where 1 ≤ m ≤ R M AX 2) a replica of an item can always be retrieved rom addresses given by h(m, d) where
exists only if a replica is placed at index m − 1. We will now explain the maintenance protocols required to maintain these invariants: Core Maintenance The owner of a data item calculates and looks up the nodes in the core group. Each core replica holder synchronises its database with the owner (over that part of owner's keyspace that it holds). This will restore the second invariant. Core maintenance also deals with allocation collisions, by keeping track of which nodes store replicas from which keyranges, and placing additional replicas on peripheral replica holders if a given keyrange is mapped to the same node more than once.
Peripheral Maintenance To maintain the third invariant, any node that stores a replica with index m > R M IN must check that a replica of that item is held also on the replica predecessor, the owner of the location with index m − 1. If a replica is not present on the previous node, the replica is orphaned.
For each peripheral replica a node holds, it must obtain a summary of the items with the previous index on the replica predecessor. Bloom filters [14] can be used to reduce the cost of these exchanges. These summaries can be used to remove orphaned peripheral replicas from the system (after offering them to their owner); these replicas should not be used to answer fetch requests, but still be stored for at least one maintenance interval-maintenance will often replace the missing replica. Global Maintenance Each node calculates the replica locations for each item it stores. If it stores any item for which no replica location exists within its ownership space, it offers the item to its owner, then deletes it. This restores the first invariant.
B. Data fetch algorithm
To fetch an item stored using this replication strategy, we must decide which replica indexes to request, and in which order. Our proposal is that the data fetch algorithm should start by requesting a replica with a randomlychosen index between one and R M AX , and continue picking indexes until a surviving replica is found. If an item is not found during in the initial search of the replica group, the fetch algorithm should back off and retry after the maintenance protocols have repaired the system.
To improve the average fetch time, we propose that if a replica in the peripheral group is found to be empty, all larger replica indexes should be eliminated from consideration until all lower indexes have been searched. In situations where load balancing is not critical, it may prove advantageous to search the core replica locations before trying peripheral locations.
V. ALLOCATION FUNCTIONS
We will now describe a number of different allocation functions -see Table I -and explore their impact upon reliability and performance. The result of applying each function to data key d and replica index m will depend in each case upon the number of nodes in the system n, and the maximum key value k. The value of n need not be totally accurate, but is intended to be an estimate supplied by the system administrator, or calculated at runtime: see [15] .
Random placement is not a realistic option. Using a pseudo-random function, seeded by the original key, to determine replica locations would lead to high maintenance costs-due to the wide range of nodes that a small key range could be mapped to-and would make it impossible to exploit local routing information. 
A. Successor placement
In this approach, replicas are placed at regular intervals following the key of the original item, mimicking the effect of the DHash replication algorithm. The intention is that the replicas are stored at keys owned by the successors of the owner of the original key. This mapping is efficient under Chord, as the protocol maintains a local list of each node's successors on that node, so maintenance lookups can often be performed without consulting another node.
The relative proximity of locations with different indexes under this function means a high probability of allocation collisions. However, we can provide a sufficient number of additional locations with high probability. We can represent the distance between two adjacent nodes as a geometrically distributed random variable D with parameter n k , where k is the maximum allowable key. The probability of a collision is p(D < k n ). By standard properties of the geometric distribution, this is 1 − n k k n +1 . Since in practical systems, k n, we simplify this to
Thus, the number of distinct nodes encountered when we try R M AX locations will be binomially distributed, with n = R M AX , and p = e −1 . Standard techniques may be used to determine the values of R M AX for which the probability of encountering R M IN separate nodes is high. Sample values of R M AX are given in table II.
B. Predecessor placement
Alternatively, we may place the replicas at regular intervals preceding the original item. As queries are routed clockwise around the ring, towards the node responsible, a lookup for a node will usually be routed through one of its predecessors. Predecessor placement exploits this fact to reduce fetch latency, allowing replica holders to satisfy a request for a key preemptively, and avoiding further network hops. As with successor placement, the proximity of locations means a higher probability of allocation collisions: R M AX should be set accordingly.
C. Finger Placement
The Chord system maintains routing information at locations spaced at fractional distances around the ring, called finger nodes. We may take advantage of this fact by placing replicas on these nodes: this has the effect of reducing the lookup cost, and achieving an even distribution of replicas. Finger locations become exponentially closer as the replica index increases. This means the number of non-colliding replica locations available is limited by the system size. We recommend R M IN < log 2 (n) − 3, and R M AX = 2log 2 (n). Other than this limit on the maximum number of replicas that may be stored, finger placement is independent of system size.
The replica groups for a given node will usually form disjoint sets of nodes. This can be exploited to reduce recovery time following node failure, when we must create a new copy of every item stored by the failed node. We may transfer items concurrently from nodes in each of the replica groups that the failed node was a member of.
D. Block Placement
We may reduce the number of combinations of nodes whose failure would cause data loss by dividing the keyspace into n r equally sized sections, or blocks. All nodes in a given block store all objects in that block.
The block placement function is discontinuous in d, and the maintenance algorithm must address this when mapping ranges of keys onto other nodes. The distance between replica indexes is the same as with successor and predecessor replication, and the same method may be used for setting R M AX .
In the next section, we will show that this placement policy will reduce the probability of data loss, while offering some of the benefit of successor or predecessor placement, as many nodes will have replicas placed on both successors and predecessors.
E. Symmetric Placement
Symmetric allocation is proposed in [16] . It places replicas at intervals of
keys -the largest possible interval that allows R M IN equally spaced replica locations. This makes allocation collisions very unlikely, and we do not need to create peripheral replica locations. The large intervals between replica locations also means that local routing state is not sufficient to find the core replica holders for an item, increasing maintenance bandwidth.
An advantage of Symmetric allocation is that the interval size does not depend on an estimate of system size, making it suitable for systems which experience membership fluctuations.
VI. RELIABILITY
Much of the existing work on the reliability of storage in a distributed hash table has concentrated upon the probability of a given object being lost. For many applications however, a more relevant figure is the probability of any item being lost anywhere in the system. It is this level of system reliability that we will investigate here.
A. Model
To assess the impact on the reliability of replica placement on the system, we model a Chord ring as a series of n nodes. Each node's data is replicated r times on r different nodes. We consider the system over an arbitrary length of time, during which the nodes fail with uniform independent node failure probability p. The system is considered to have failed in the event that node failures result in all replicas of any piece of data being lost.
We will use this model to compute the probability of system failure for various placement functions, for a variety of values of n, r, and p.
B. Reliability of Block Placement
For a system using block placement to fail, all r nodes in some block must fail. As blocks correspond to disjoint sets of nodes, the failure of one block is independent of the failure of any of the others. As each block fails with probability p r , the probability that at least one of the n/r blocks will fail is given by:
C. Reliability of Successor Placement
The probability of data loss with successor placement is equivalent to that of obtaining a sequence of r successful outcomes in n Bernoulli trials with probability of success p. This is known as the Run Problem, and the general solution RU N (p, r, n) can be given in terms of a generating function GF [17] . Figure 2 shows how we may use this function, and that from Section VI-B to compare the minimum node reliability p for a 1000-node system with f ail(n, r, p) < 10 − 6: values are shown for various replication factors. A larger system requires more reliable nodes in order to offer the same level of system reliability. Figure 3 shows the dramatic difference between placement functions. When p = 0.1, block placement allows us to create reliable systems with upto 800 nodes, compared to only 100 nodes with successor placement. 
D. Reliability of Finger and Symmetric Placement
We will use Monte Carlo simulation to compare these to other patterns: there is, as yet, no closed form. A model of a 500-node network, in which 250 nodes are marked as failing, was considered. We produced 10 5 sample networks, and used them to estimate the probability of any data loss occurring in the network for each allocation function. Figure 4 shows the probability of data loss for finger and symmetric allocation. Block and successor allocation are also included for comparison.
From this plot, it is clear that finger placement is significantly less reliable than other data placement algorithms. Symmetric placement is slightly more reliable than successor placement. We also simulated the reliability of placing replicas at random locations. Interestingly, random placement results in a reliability very similar to finger placement. 
E. Designing a reliable system
The data above allows us to place limits upon the node reliability required to achieve a given system reliability. In practice, system designers have little control over the reliability of the nodes used for deployment, and will need to adjust the replication factor accordingly.
Increasing the replication factor provides an effective method of reaching a desired level of system reliability, at the cost of increased storage and bandwidth requirements. An alternative approach is to increase the frequency of maintenance, and thus reduce the period of time during which nodes can fail. However, bandwidth limitations can present a serious barrier to frequent maintenance of large quantities of data [18] .
VII. SIMULATION
We will now compare the performance and bandwidth usage of these replication algorithms. Due to the difficulty of managing large numbers of physical nodes [19] , we will test the algorithms through simulation rather than through deployment.
Our simulator is based around the SimPy [20] discreteevent simulation framework, which uses generator functions rather than full threads to achieve scalability. The simulator employs a message-level model of a Chord network running each of the replication algorithms described. We model a system that might resemble a data centre built from cheap commodity components, and simulate a network of 200 nodes in which nodes join and leave the system at the same rate. Latency between nodes is assumed to be uniform, and the sample workload includes 50,000 fetches for data originating from randomly chosen nodes.
Parameters are chosen for the Chord algorithm so that routing will be resilient to a high level of churn. Local and core maintenance algorithms run two passes at each maintenance interval, and our dynamic fetch algorithm is set to search the core replica group before trying any peripheral replicas.
A. Fetch Latency
We define fetch latency as the time that elapses between a request for an item being issued, and the item being returned. The DHash algorithm, and each of the placement patterns for dynamic replication, result in differing datafetch latencies. The simulation results in Figure 5 show how the fetch times differ for each of our algorithms, for various system sizes. Although all of the replication algorithms have fetch times logarithmic in system size, they exhibit significant differences in performance.
The predecessor algorithm achieves the shortest fetch times: when a request for an object is routed through a node which holds a replica of that object, it may return its own replica of that object instead of passing on the request, provided that it has spare upload capacity. We call this a preemptive return. Under predecessor allocation, queries for core replicas are often routed through peripheral replicas, which will return the data preemptively. This happens less often with successor or block allocation and very infrequently with symmetric or finger allocation.
Our implementation of the DHash fetch algorithm involves returning the successor list of the owner to the requesting node, which then chooses and requests a replica from the successor list. This causes the two hop difference between DHash and dynamic finger replication. The frequency of replica maintenance has varying effects on the fetch latency of each replication strategy. For those algorithms where preemptive return is common, the fact that the specific replica being requested has failed is often masked by other replica holders, which allow a request for a dead replica to succeed. As a result, Predecessor, Successor, and Block placement will perform better under high failure rates than DHash, Symmetric or Finger Placement.
B. Lookup Parallelism
In section VII-A, we considered the performance of a lookup for a randomly chosen replica location. The chord lookup algorithm, however, may find some replica locations with fewer network hops than others. We may ensure we always achieve the fastest possible lookup time by issuing requests for all replica locations in parallel. We record the time elapsed until the first replica is returned as the lookup time. Issuing lookups in parallel will result in reduced fetch times at the cost of increased bandwidth usage. Parallel lookups are not possible with DHASH. Simulated fetch times when using parallel lookups are shown in Figure 6 . Finger and symmetric placement achieve the lowest fetch latency. Fetches using successor, block and predecessor placement are less rapid. This is because symmetric and finger placement place replicas at well spaced intervals, increasing the likelihood that one of the replica locations will be held in local routing tables. Successor, block, and predecessor placement cluster replica locations in a small area, and it is unlikely that the owners of this area will be held in a randomly chosen node's routing table.
C. Correlated failure
We have investigated the fetch latency of these data replication algorithms under a steady state of churn, in which new nodes join at the same rate as other nodes fail. The system can also recover from far higher failure rates, although there is a substantial performance impact.
To assess the impact of correlated failures, we simulate the failure of varying proportions of the nodes in a 500-node network. Fifty thousand fetch requests are launched, and the average time they take to return, including retries, is recorded. The performance of the DHash algorithm is affected: DHash must be able to route to the owner of a data item in order to locate the replicas of that data item. If the Chord infrastructure is temporarily unable to route to the owner node, that item may not be fetched until the overlay is repaired. With dynamic maintenance, replicas are stored at well-known locations, and an interruption in Chord routing to one of these locations may leave others accessible; dynamic maintenance is thus more resilient to correlated failure than DHash.
D. Bandwidth Usage
Bandwidth usage is influenced by the rate at which nodes fail. In order to abstract away the timescale with which node failures occur, we present our bandwidth data in terms of the systems' half life, where a half life is the period of time over which half the nodes in the original system have failed.
In Figure 7 , we analyse maintenance overhead bandwidth: that is, all maintenance traffic excluding replica data; we demonstrate that it varies with maintenance frequency, in terms of the number of repairs per half life.
DHash maintenance has a lower overhead than the dynamic algorithms, largely because the peripheral maintenance algorithm, which involves Bloom filter exchange, is not required. The block algorithm has the highest overhead, due to discontinuities in the placement function. The difference in bandwidth usage between predecessor and successor placement is slight, despite the fact that successor placement is able to use local routing information to find replica locations. Finger and symmetric allocation have the lowest maintenance costs, due to the infrequency of allocation collisions when using these placement patterns. Data movement bandwidth is likely to be the bottleneck in distributed storage systems. Figure 8 shows that significantly more data is moved with DHash than the dynamic algorithms since, under DHash, the addition of a single node produces changes in the membership of r nearby replica groups. The dynamic algorithms do not suffer from this: they all exhibit similar performance under this test, and move significantly less data than DHash at high maintenance rates.
VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Related work
Our work extends earlier work on dynamic replication, [4] , [6] , providing maintenance methods that deal with allocation collisions, and showing explicitly the effect of different allocation functions on the system. Numerous papers have discussed the reliability of storage in distributed hash tables [4] , [16] , [18] , they have concentrated on the per-object loss probabilities, rather than taking a system-wide view.
The replica maintenance strategy we have proposed is reactive, replacing lost replicas as a reaction to node failure. Proactive replication strategies have also been proposed. These create additional replicas order to meet performance [21] or bandwidth targets [22] . The placement strategies we have proposed may also be applicable to proactive replication.
Other replication strategies use a DHT to store metadata pointing to the keys under which replicas are stored, as used by CFS [1] . Our work complements such approaches, by analysing the techniques required for reliable storage of this metadata.
Replication in decentralised systems based on unstructured peer to peer systems, such as Gnutella, has received much attention [23] - [25] . Our work complements these contributions by considering replication in Chord, a structured environment.
B. Future Work
In this paper, we have considered replication by storing a complete copy of the data associated with each key on another node. Erasure coding [26] is an alternative method of storing multiple copies of data: an item is divided into fragments in such a way that a subset will suffice for its reconstruction. This can provide increased efficiency in some circumstances [27] , [28] , at the cost of additional complexity. An extension of this work to erasure coded data would be an interesting area for further work.
C. Conclusions
Many decentralised storage solutions employ replication to provide reliability. We have used a combination of analysis and simulation to provide an insight into how the choice of replication strategy affects the communication costs, reliability, and latency of such a system.
We can see that dynamic replication can achieve faster lookups, greater reliability and less replica movement than the DHash algorithm, at the cost of higher maintenance overhead and some additional complexity. We have also shown how the allocation function choice can have a dramatic impact on performance, though no single allocation function excels in both reliability and fetch latency. The choice of which function to use should therefore be based on careful consideration of which of these performance metrics is more important to the particular application.
